[Intravenous coronary angiography with synchrotron radiation].
Coronary artery disease still remains the primary cause of death in the western industrialized world. Although the clinical value of selective coronary angiography (SCA) is beyond dispute, the associated risk of an invasive approach, the inherent costs and the necessary hospitalization have lead to the development and investigation of novel non-invasive techniques for coronary imaging. Intravenous coronary angiography (ICA) has been shown to permit non-invasive imaging of the coronary arteries. In 66 pts (80% male, age 62 (+/- 8.5 yrs) after interventional therapy/CABG operation, ICA and a SCA were carried out within a time interval of < 6 weeks. After determination of the individual circulation time, contrast media (370 mg iodine/ml, 15 ml/s, 21 ml) was injected via a sheath in the cubital vein while the patient was sitting in an upright position in a specially designed scanning chair. In two different projections 6-8 images/patient were obtained for further image processing and evaluation. 182 target vessels had to be evaluated (LAD 55, Cfx 21, RCA 54, Grafts 52). In 50 target vessels one or more stents were implanted. 182 target vessels were evaluated according to the following criteria: no stenosis, < 70%, > = 70%, occlusion. Evaluation of the ICA and SCA images was performed by two independent investigators. Due to poor image quality, 17 vessels were not evaluated. The ICA findings were compared to that of SCA. For the LAD a sensitivity of 84% (specificity 93%), for the RCA a sensitivity of 85% (specificity 97%), for the Cfx a sensitivity of 67% (specificity 90%), and for grafts a sensitivity of 85% (specificity 97%) was calculated. ICA proved to be a feasible and safe technique for follow-up after coronary intervention/CABG operation on an outpatient basis. Evaluation of stents and severe calcification is possible. A good image quality provided, LAD RCA and grafts can be evaluated with an acceptable sensitivity and specificity. Due to superimpositioning the low sensitivity for the Cfx has to be compensated by further image processing.